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Customer Service, what does it mean for the provision of post graduate 
business education? 
 
Abstract 
 
The public service throughout Australia has moved over the past 10 years from an input 
focus to an output focus.  Customer Service has become a buzz word with many public 
instrumentalities receiving awards for excellence in customer service.    This paper explores 
the implications of a customer focus through the use of one organisational unit as a case 
study - the Brisbane Graduate School, within the Faculty of Business at the Queensland 
University of Technology. (QUT)  The paper distinguishes between student focused, which 
implies a pedagogical perspective, and customer service which deals with the organisational 
issues including the whole organisations’ perception of the ‘customer’. 
  
Three years ago the Graduate School of Business at QUT decided on a change of direction, 
reviewed and altered substantially the MBA program, its primary product, and decided that a 
customer service focus impacting on the nature of the whole learning experience would 
provided a competitive advantage, more difficult to copy that the revised program. 
 
The customer service focus took a number of forms: involving the business community and 
students in the design of the new program including both content and delivery of the 
program, clarifying who we saw our clients to be, developing a student services function for 
both administrative and academic support, and overtly trying to develop a partnership 
between the Graduate School and its clients. 
 
This has lead to a number of changes including: 
 
• 6 entry points a year in to the program 
• A very broad curriculum 
• Change of Unit name 
• Continuous formal and informal student feedback 
• An explicit contract between academic staff and students 
• Different forms of marketing 
• Organisational cultural change 
 
The implications of these changes have been many and raised a number of issues that have 
yet to be addressed including: 
 
• Need for the ability to respond rapidly, to external and internal stimuli, both academically 
and administratively. 
• The tension between ‘quality’ education and customer perceptions 
• Need to raise the profile of the School and its products 
• Staff expertise 
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• Time management 
• Management of student expectations 
• Changing expectations of staff 
 
This paper will identify the changes that have happened as a result of the introduction of a 
customer service focus and the issues that have arisen, together with the implications of 
theses issue for the continuing growth and quality of the services offered. 
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Customer Service, what does it mean for the provision of post graduate 
business education? 
 
Context. 
 
The Queensland University of Technology is a public university which became a university 
10 years ago, building on the foundations set by the Queensland Institute of Technology and 
Brisbane Teachers College.  The Brisbane Graduate School of Business (BGSB) sits within 
the Faculty of Business, which is one of the largest Business Faculties in Australia.  The 
Faculty has 6 schools, 5 of which are discipline based, the schools of Communication; 
Management; Accounting and Law; Economics and Finance; and Marketing and 
International Business, which offer undergraduate and post graduate programs.  The BGSB is 
a multi-disciplinary, post graduate only school, which offers the MBA and associated 
programs.  The BGSB programs are all fee paying and the programs offered do not attract 
government funding. 
 
The current Head of School, Professor Evan Douglas, took up this position 3 years ago 
developing a business plan which identified the BGSB as aiming to be the leading provider 
of MBA programs in Australia and well regarded internationally. 
 
At the beginning of 1998 there were 3 full-time academic staff and 5 administrative staff, the 
majority on short term contracts.  Today (November 2000) there are 7 full-time academics 
(continuing) and 14 administrative staff (12 continuing, 2 on contract). The teaching on the 
MBA program is, and has historically, been undertaken by a combination of full-time 
academics from within the School, full-time academic staff from the discipline schools 
within the Faculty, and part-time adjunct academics.  
 
The MBA programs in place in 1997 were 12 unit programs.  Each unit being worth 12 credit 
points, a total of 144 credit points for the MBA.   There were two separate programs in 1997 
and a 3rd was added in 1998.  The MBA (Professional) had been designed largely for 
domestic part-time students, who are in the majority, and who generally enter the program 
with an undergraduate degree in a discipline other than business with a number of years work 
experience.  The MBA (International) was designed largely for international students and a 
business degree was required, but no work experience.  A third program MBA ( New 
Venture Management) was added which offered a major in new venture management and 
again had a different curriculum.  Some subjects were common across the 3 programs but 
most were not.  There was increasing pressure from the market place for other 
‘specialisations’ to be recognized.  There was also some confusion as to what the relative 
status of the degrees was and how they could be compared.  A decision was made to review 
all the programs. 
 
 
Developing the Operating Paradigm. 
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At the time the development process started there were 2 full-time academics in the school, 
Professor Douglas and one other academic, the author.  (One academic having left early in 
1998). Professor Douglas brought to the program extensive experience of MBA programs 
from a range of institutions in Australia and North America.  This was the starting point.  
Successful ideas from these Schools were used to frame the early discussion.  However, it 
was clear that a quality program would not be sufficient for us to achieve our goals.      We 
made a decision that service quality would provide the competitive edge.  We also discussed 
pricing and decided on a value based pricing policy.  One of the things that was clear early 
on was that quality and value are determined by the customers – those who use, benefit from, 
and pay for the products and services.   
 
The decision was made that the School did have customers, though students are not viewed 
universally by universities to be ‘customers’.  Who they were was more difficult.  The 
students were clearly customers, but so was industry – the employers because it was this 
group who would employ the graduates.  For most MBA students it is improved career 
prospects that they are seeking by taking an MBA rather than a qualification.  If the 
employers did not recognise the quality of the program, they would not provide the 
opportunities that students sought.  Therefore there were 2 primary groups of customers.  
 
Nauman (1995:iii) argues that there has been a power shift in the economy.  “the power shift 
has occurred in economic power.  Economic power has shifted from producers and suppliers 
of goods and services to the consumer.’   This holds true for MBA program.  There are 20 
MBA programs available to students in Brisbane without them having to move.  They can 
and do assess information on MBA program’s from around the world.  Wilton (1998:1) 
argues “as customers become more sophisticated, they become more powerful, learning how 
to better judge the differences between competing products and companies, and demanding 
higher performance, service and quality and competitive pricing.  Firms who fail to manage 
this shift in competitive and customer behaviour face the loss of customers”. 
 
There was another issue in relation to customers.  Unlike many other products and services, 
the students have regular contact with the School over a period of perhaps as much as 5 
years. The initial reasons for joining the program, the quality of product and service and 
value for money have to be sustained over that period.  For employers, the other customer 
group, they may have no contact unless initiated by the School.  It is nevertheless important 
that they have a favourable perception of the quality of the product and services so that they 
will employ the School’s graduates.  A quite different challenge. 
 
While both of these customer groups will be addressed, much of the body of this paper is 
concerned with delivering value to students through product and service quality. 
 
The context of all this cannot be forgotten.  The Brisbane Graduate School of Business 
(BGSB) is a small unit within a large university whose student body is significantly different 
and whose operating philosophy is very different. Nauman (1995:4) identifies some of the 
difficulties: 
 
“One pervasive problem is that universities are not well suited for rapid change.  Promotion 
and tenure guidelines normally reward publication in accepted journals, not innovative, 
applied research.  Changing a business curriculum significantly is a process that takes years 
in most universities. There are departmental, college, and university committees that must 
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approve changes.  When finally approved, changes appear in the next catalogue, often a year 
later.  And then the changes are often phased in over several years.”  
 
This relates to product changes and makes no mention of the administrative constraints in a 
very large organisation. 
 
The assumptions made at the start of the development process were that: 
 
• customers lack tolerance for products that fail to meet expectations, and that there were 
plenty of competitors; 
 
• a large highly satisfied customer base would provide the economic power for the School 
to be successful; 
 
• BGSB needed to address product quality, service quality and price according to value;   
 
• The School needed to create strong bonds between BGSB, the products and the customer 
(student and employer), develop customer commitment and long term partnerships; 
 
• maximising customer value must flow from a firm’s culture, beliefs, values and 
management style and run throughout the organisation; 
 
• BGSB could be successful 
 
 
 
Quality Product 
 
It was decided early that a single degree was needed rather than the 3, perhaps with 
concentration and minor areas to provide for different student needs.  A very wide range of 
potential ‘subjects’ was drawn up from the programs being run in the School and elsewhere.  
These formed the base of a survey instrument that was sent to a sample of the customer base,  
current students, alumni and a sample of employers arranged through the Queensland 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry (QCCI). Respondents were asked to prioritize the 
substantial list, identifying those that they considered critical to the core of an MBA and 
those they considered desirable.  They used a rating system (1-5) in terms of importance.  
What became clear was that employers particularly were looking for a very broad range of 
skills, including both qualitative and quantitative.   They appeared less concerned about 
specialisation than students.  The number of areas of knowledge considered imperative could 
not be catered for within the existing structure.  Employers also indicated a need for the 
program to be flexible and responsive to the changing needs of industry. 
 
These recommendations were build into the substantial document that was then considered 
by a number of academic committees  at varying levels throughout the university 
representing the range of disciplines involved.  Two of the most hotly debated issues were 
the introduction of 6cp units (7 weeks) which would allow a broader range of subjects, and 
the balance across disciplines. 
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New Program Characteristics 
 
The new program owed much to the voice of current, past and potential customers, and set a 
pattern for customer consultation on issues of curriculum design.  The new program has the 
following characteristics: 
 
• A single program with a range of possible entry criteria and the opportunity to develop 
concentrations and minors in a range of disciplines. 
• (6 credit point - 7 week ) units of study with 16 core units (2/3 of the MBA)  
• 6 entry points a year with the closing date for entry 3 weeks prior to commencement of 
that study period. 
• Study manuals for each of the core units which provide a session by session outline of the 
content to be covered and the required reading. 
• Free movement between full and part time study.  This means that a student can study 
between 1 and 4 units at any one time, depending the work load they are able to handle. 
• The possibility of completing the program in 1 calendar year by teaching a full semester 
over the summer period. (3 semesters) 
• The rapid development of on-line teaching sites for all core units.  This development 
occurred in 1999 rather than 1998 when the other development was occurring and was 
dependent on the appointment in March 1999 of a further 3 academic staff. 
 
This new program was introduced in March 1999 and has been running for 18 months.  
 
Quality Service 
 
Universities are probably not best known for their user friendly administrative processes.  
Yet  customers evaluate the whole experience not just that in the classroom.  Providing a 
quality service is as important as providing a quality program.  To do this everyone in the 
school needs to share the customer value focus, and be in contact with the students.  
Everyone is there to serve the customer.  This has manifested in a number of ways. 
 
• The students are issued with what is effectively a service agreement, identifying what 
students have a right to expect from academic staff.  This included such issues as timely 
feedback on assessment, timely response to email inquiries.  Some of these requirements 
such as returning assessment items within a week, have put enormous pressure on 
lecturing staff and required a rethink of the nature of some assessment times and the 
scheduling of lecturers’ time.  For example it would not be exceptional for a lecturer to 
have 3 classes of 45 students each, each with assessment items in week 4 and 7. 
 
• The flexibility and choice offered makes developing a coherent program complex with 
potentially many decisions for students to take. A team of  staff have been employed to 
assist students ‘map’ their program with due consideration for pre-requisites, any credit 
they may be entitled to and their career goals.  This has not been without its problems.  
Demand for services has been high, and staff have had to work hard to avoid a ‘spoon 
feeding’ mentality, where some students try to leave all decisions and responsibility with 
the School. 
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• Feedback from students on the units and those who teach them is considered critical to 
establishing the School’s reputation.  Traditionally Student Evaluation of  Teachers were 
not available to Heads of School, but to be used by the individual teacher for their own 
professional development. There is an expectation within the School that these evaluation 
will be available to the Head of School and the particular Subject Area Co-ordinator. The 
University requires every unit to be evaluated every 3 years.  The BGSB requires the unit 
and the teacher to be evaluated every time the unit is taught.  The standard forms are 
distributed to lecturers during every unit and are administered in 90% of cases.  Whilst 
many areas of the university have feedback that the students feel that they have to 
undertake this activity too often, that has not been the feedback from the MBA students.  
Students expect to have to complete these forms and complaints have been received when 
this opportunity to give feedback has not been offered.  Whilst there are many limitations 
to this form of feedback, it provides a relatively simple way of getting at least preliminary 
information about problems that may be manifest, and is now part of the customer service 
process. 
 
• The Brisbane Graduate School Student Association was established, and one of its 
objectives is to work with the School to ensure student needs are met.  Students are 
encouraged to give written, authored, objective feedback on their units of study, not just at 
the end of the semester but as the issues arise.  Initially this raised anxieties as the students 
felt that if they criticised what was occurring they might be penalised.  Over the past two 
years this anxiety has reduced.  Student concerns are listened to, as long as they are not 
anonymous.  Their comments are passed on to lecturers and subject area coordinators, and 
where actions is required, it is taken.  Students are often asked to identify the solution to 
the problems they identify, moving them away from the concept of ‘complaint’ to taking 
joint responsibility and an active role in solving any problems in teaching and learning 
that might occur.  Critical to this process has been the willingness of the School and its 
staff to listen and respond. 
 
• The School Advisory Committee is made up of members of the business community who 
advise on how customer needs might better be met.  All academic staff are encouraged to 
attend the meetings. 
 
• All staff, academic and administrative have a role in marketing the program and relating 
to prospective and current students, at local and international marketing events. 
 
 
Value Based Pricing 
 
There does appear to be an improved market perception.  Enrolments have been increasing 
each semester since the new program was introduced.  Feedback from information evenings 
in 1999 indicated that many inquirers were asking how the School could be so good, if it was 
the cheapest in the local market.  The costs of providing the new program are higher than the 
old one particularly in staff terms, and increased marketing is expensive, but customer 
perception was the trigger for increasing the program price.  The price for domestic students 
was increased by 33% in 2000. The result?  An increase in numbers.   
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The School has also been recognised for the first time in the Asia Business Review - rating 
17th in Asia for the full time program, 13th for the part-time program and 3rd for distance.  
The School provides a distance service to corporate clients. The School is examining the 
areas in which it was less successful and developing strategies for doing better next time.   
The School is also seeking international accreditation in Europe and North America. 
 
Increased market awareness is a critical part of the value of the program.  However, word of 
mouth is the most  significant factor in improving perceived value and therefore the ability of 
the School  to deliver on product and service quality and meet customer expectations is 
critical. 
 
 
Implementation Issues  
 
There have been a large number of implementation issues that have had to be addressed – 
some remain unresolved.  It has also been critical that throughout the change ‘academic’ 
rigour and relevance be maintained and enhanced.  A high quality, well recognised 
qualification is what the students want.   
 
• BGSB is the only section of the university taking students 6 times a year.  Central 
university services in the area of admissions, enrollments and examinations are required 
to be used.  BGSB is therefore out of step with the traditional processes. Closing 
applications 3 weeks before the start of each session means that the administrative 
processes of admission and enrollment have to be handled within very short time lines, in 
fact, on an almost continual basis.  This is in contrast with processes set up to admit 
students twice a year with fixed closing dates. It must be remembered that BGSB has 
only 1200 of the 30,000 students who attend QUT each year. 
 
 
• Several times a year enrollments for a new intake are occurring at the same time as 
examinations.  The administration of examinations has been moved into the School to 
support the curriculum model which has the students examined in week 7 of each unit, in 
the class in which the student studied, invigilated by the lecturer.  This means that the 
School administrative staff are processing the results at the same time as processing 
enrollments and providing course advice to new entrants. 
 
• The flexibility of the program and the capacity of students to choose the order in which 
they study many subjects and the number of subjects they take means that there is no 
‘cohort’.  A ‘typical’ part time student can change the number of subjects taken each 7 
weeks, take electives when they are offered, often before the core subjects are complete.  
This makes timetabling, using the standard university systems problematic.  Some of the 
full-time students may be considered ‘typical’ but they are the minority of students and 
their elective choices are spread over twenty possible areas.  Developing a timetable that 
reduces clashes between required subjects and extends the elective choice as widely as 
possible has been a challenge. 
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• There was much debate about what could be taught is 6 weeks (18 hours contact time).  
New units were developed and existing units modified.  It was however, a significant 
challenge to identify what was critical foundation learning in each of the unit areas.  Many 
students would do only the core unit in a particular discipline e.g. marketing.  Others 
however, would be using this core unit as the starting point for a concentration in the area.  
There was also an expectation that academic staff would examine the students in the 7th 
week - that they would do their own invigilation where a traditional examination was the 
summative assessment.  The examination happen outside of the university’s traditional 
examination periods. 
 
• A decision was made to support each of the units developed within the School with a 
manual.  These manuals were developed by the academic who was expected to do the 
teaching.  However, the person who developed the manuals did not do all the teaching, as 
many units run 6 or more times a year, so other lecturing staff were expected to work from 
the manual developed.  The manual includes an outline of the course, the textbook and 
required readings, a week by week breakdown of the content being covered and a 
description of the assessment to be undertaken.  The purpose of the manuals was two fold 
- to provide students with ‘back-up ‘ material should they not be able to attend class, and a 
quality control mechanism to ensure that students having different lecturers received at 
least the same content.  There was no expectation that lecturers would cover the material 
in the same way - but the same material had to be covered and a similar assessment 
process had to be used.  There was some concern expressed by some academics about this 
process - feeling this to be an infringement of their academic freedom, disagreement over 
what was in the manual, the need to review these manuals frequently.  In areas such a 
electronic commerce, this latter has been a major concern and contributed to a high 
workload. 
 
• In addition to the manuals, the School received a university grant to develop On-line 
teaching sites.  The School made a commitment in 1999 to have such sites for all it core 
units.  These sites carry such things as unit outlines, material from the manuals, sample 
examination questions and model assignment answers.   Notices can also be posted and 
emailed directly to the enrolled students.  In future more interactive features will be 
introduced.  For most academic staff this was as entirely new path down which they 
were required to tread, often with trepidation. 
 
• The university requires both formative and summative assessment in all university units.  
This has presented and continues to present challenges in 7 week units, on a number of 
fronts.  There is a concern frequently voiced by students about over assessment.  There is 
the tight timelines for return of feedback on assessment.  Formative assessment is not 
useful if the feedback is not received in time for the student to respond.  Feedback on 
summative assessment (week 7) is equally critical as the lecturer and the students will be 
engaged in a new subject in week 9. What to assess and how to assess have become 
critical issues of discussion in the School’s Teaching and Learning Committee. 
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Future Challenges 
 
• Managing student expectations will continue to prove a challenge.  As teaching standards 
have risen, manuals and on-line teaching sites have been developed, and student support 
services introduced, student expectations have the potential to rise faster than they  can 
be met.  MBA students are generally mature, responsible adults, successful in their own 
fields.  They are willing and able to challenge the quality of the services they receive and 
they are very conscious of value for money.  However, their responsibility in the process 
has never been spelt out as clearly as that of the BGSB.  Student Services are currently 
working with the Student Association to develop a student agreement similar to that 
provided by the School which will articulate the responsibilities of being a the student.  
Being clear and explicit in what students can expect will and where their responsibility 
lies will  become increasingly critical in managing these expectations. 
 
• The administrative needs of the current program are unique in the university.  The 
Faculty of Business has been very supportive in trying to address the particular 
requirements generated by a program that admits 6 times a year and does not have 
‘cohorts’ of students but without the progress needed.  Increasingly the Brisbane 
Graduate School is moving to handling its administrative functions itself. 
 
• To offer good customer service requires excellent data, to be able to track students and to 
have a record of exactly what contact the students has had with the School, how the 
learning is going and any problems past or current.  This information is not easily 
available.  Nor is information that enables the School to keep in touch with past students 
or  identify the characteristics of current students for marketing purposes.  The School will 
need to develop its own data bases to ensure immediate access to many forms of data.. 
 
• There appears to be increasing pressure to increase the School’s staff, both academic and 
administrative to deal with growth.  Staff who are comfortable with a highly 
entrepreneurial environment and committed to excellence in business education are what 
is required. 
 
• The excellent student/staff relationship is proving to be a double edged sword.  There is 
no doubt that constant student feedback provides a continual reminder to the School of the 
importance of quality.  However, it is also time consuming, and not everyone is 
comfortable with a process that provides students with such continuous input into the 
School’s activities. 
 
• There is a need to continually improve the partnership with the students, and more widely 
with the business community, from which they are drawn.  This will require effective 
management of expectations as well as a willingness to continually respond to changes in 
the external environment. 
  
• The School, in common with some other Australian Business Schools, does not have a 
history of career advice and job placement.  In the past this service has not been seen to be 
necessary for post graduate students as the student body was largely part-time and already 
in full time employment.  There is now an expectation by the students, full and part-time,   
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domestic and international, that there will be a service to assist them find employment, 
both locally and internationally.  
 
 
• The international recognition of the Brisbane Graduate School of Business and its 
programs must increase so that the School can offer greater value to both groups of 
customers, students and employers, and develop long term relationships with both. 
 
 
Conclusions. 
 
The MBA market is a highly competitive one, and increasingly country and distance are of 
less importance.  Differentiating the BGSB in the market is essential.  The School is 
extremely lucky with its geographical location.  Brisbane is a very pleasant location in which 
to live and the BGSB in on the City Campus, walking distance from the Central Business 
District. However attractive this might be to potential students, it is only one factor that will 
encourage student participation.  Product and service quality and high perceived value are 
critical.  The journey of focussing on customer value has begun.  The School has come a long 
way in a short time.  However, it a continuing journey to a destination that will never be 
reached as customer expectations change.  The School could not have come this far without 
the hard work, and commitment of staff and students, who are all determined that the mission 
of becoming the leading school in Australia and a significant international player will be 
achieved.  Their continuing support  will ensure success.   
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